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Disclaimer, application and transition period
This document is intended as a handbook for the implementation of the so called Capacity Model of
the TTR Process as described by RNE. As neither legislation nor IT-systems are currently adapted
to enable all the elements of TTR, individual TTR elements can only be implemented by the
infrastructure managers to a limited extent for the upcoming timetable periods, starting in December
2024. If and when the legislation and IT-systems fully enable the implementation of all the elements
of TTR, the different RNE handbooks on those elements should be applied to the process.The exact
details for the transitional period will be elaborated in the Basic Requirements which would be subject
of RNE GA approval in May 2022.
Infrastructure Managers and Allocation Bodies should adapt their internal processes and the
Network Statement in line with the Procedures for Capacity Models from X-36, where X denotes the
first timetable referring to the complete rollout of TTR. The deadlines defined in sub-chapter 5.1.2
shall be applied after the complete roll-out of TTR Capacity Model.
The Basic Requirements will contain the description of the geographical scope, which might be
defined differently for the first years of implementation. The Basic Requirements are planned to be
approved in May 2022 by the RNE GA.
The Handbook contains elements referring to the period after X-18, these parts of the Handbook are
subject of adjustments according to the future process development (e.g. Capacity Supply
Handbook).
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Introduction and scope of this document
Essential part of the TTR process is the advanced planning. Based on the main planning principles
for traffic and temporary capacity restrictions (TCRs), which are published in the Capacity Strategy,
the Capacity Model is built. The main benefits obtained from a Capacity Model are firstly, the
transparency in capacity usage, and secondly, the detection of potential capacity conflicts and
congestions already at an early stage, giving more time to mitigate the situation with suitable
measures.
This document describes the process by which Infrastructure Managers and Allocation Bodies
(hereafter IMs) have to prepare the Capacity Models in line with the TTR principles. IMs shall follow
these procedures in their entirety and harmonise their internal processes in order to promote
internationally coordinated capacity management processes over the single European railway area.

Reference documents
This handbook follows and is based on the principles set out in the:
• Description of the Timetabling and Capacity Redesign Process version 2.0,1 which
includes further description and glossary of terms used in this document.
• Procedures for Capacity Strategy version 0.52
• Directive 2012/34/EU, especially:
o Article 38(2) on the prohibition to allocate paths beyond 1 TT period (exception
framework agreements),
o Article 39(1) on national frameworks for capacity allocation,
o Article 40(1) on cooperation of IMs for efficient creation of infrastructure capacity,
o Article 40(5) on assessing the need and organizing pre-arranged international train
paths for freight trains,
o Article 42 on framework agreements (with framework capacity allocation for 5
years),
o Article 45 on Scheduling,
o Article 46 on the coordination process,
o Article 48(2) on reservation of capacity for foreseeable ad hoc requests,
o Article 53 on infrastructure capacity for maintenance works,
o Annex VII parts prescribing provisions about the TCR Planning and definition of
provisional international train paths.
• Commission implementing regulation (EU) 2016/545 on framework agreements,
• Regulation 913/2010 - Article 14(3) and (5) on pre-arranged paths and reserve capacity.

Added value of Capacity Models
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

2

Supports the harmonisation of the cross-border capacity planning,
Provides an overview on the available capacities on a European scale,
Provides an overview concerning the infrastructure sections where possible future capacity
bottlenecks can occur,
Enables the unified clustering of TCRs,
Enables the unified impact calculation of TCRs,
Facilitates the TCR Consultation process with providing a standardised, transparent
platform for every involved stakeholder,
Provides a good base to implement smart functionalities in the future (optimalisation etc.).

Accessible via: https://cms.rne.eu/ttr-documents/content/process-description-0
Accessible via: https://cms.rne.eu/ttr-documents/content/process-description-0
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Capacity Model IT system
RailNetEurope provides the European Capacity Management Tool (ECMT), which shall be used for
the submission of Capacity Needs Announcements, international coordination, publication and
consultation of Capacity Models.
The ECMT has to support both the Applicants and IMs in carrying forward the CNAs and Capacity
Models from one timetable period to another, with possibility to adjust them according to new
capacity needs.

Capacity Model process
This process defines the stakeholders, which are involved in the capacity modelling, timeline to be
followed by IMs and process steps that should be executed during the particular sub-phases of the
Capacity Model phase.
5.1.1. List of involved stakeholders and their role
Stakeholder

Roles and involvement

IM

Infrastructure Manager (or Allocation Body) in charge of the Capacity Model.
Two IMs can agree to create a joint Capacity Model for a cross-border line
section.

Involved IMs

Infrastructure Manager (or Allocation Body) that is or might be concerned in
or affected by the particular Capacity Model.

Competent authority

An organisation having a (delegated) power to issue and enforce
regulations or instructions and/or interests in the railway capacity planning
area. For instance:
• Ministry in which portfolio is transport and or infrastructure
• Local and regional governments

Other involved
stakeholders

The organisation, which might be involved into the Capacity Model process:
• National and local infrastructure funds
• Transport associations and transport organisers
• Relevant supranational institutions

Terminal

Service facility

Installation provided which has been specially arranged to allow either the
loading and/or the unloading of goods onto/from freight trains, and the
integration of rail freight services with road, maritime, river and air services,
and either the forming or modification of the composition of freight trains;
and, where necessary, performing border procedures at borders with nonEU countries.
Means the installation, including ground area, building and equipment,
which has been specially arranged, as a whole or in part, to allow the supply
of one or more services referred to in points 2 to 4 of Annex II of Directive
2012/34/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council.
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RU applicants
Non-RU applicants

International leading
entity

A railway undertaking (RU) or an international grouping of railway
undertakings.
Persons or legal entities with a public-service or commercial interest in
procuring infrastructure capacity.
A leading entity envisaged by TTR which:
• Coordinates the exchange of information and analysis on capacity
needs announcements.
• Ensures international harmonisation of Capacity Models.
• Administratively organises meetings and communicates information
to stakeholders.
• Monitors that the draft Capacity Model is according to the agreed
Capacity Strategy.
Due to ongoing activities in TTR projects in this regards, further description
and involvement of this entity are currently out of the scope of this
document.

5.1.2. Timeline for Capacity Model
The following table shows the main milestones in the Capacity Model phase in a fully implemented
TTR process.
Timeline

Milestone/Action

X-36

Start of the Capacity Model phase

X-26

IMs invite the potential Applicants to submit CNAs. If IMs publish
or notify the potential Applicants concerning Major and High
impact TCRs, the RUs should submit the CNAs accordingly.

X-24

Deadline to submit the Capacity Needs Announcements

X-21

Deadline to publish draft Capacity Models. The models should
be accessible for all Applicants.

X-18

Deadline to publish final Capacity Models

X-13.5
X-11

Deadline to first update the final Capacity Models with latest
available information on TCRs (inclusion of medium TCRs to the
extent as they are known)
Deadline to second update the final Capacity Models with the
latest available information on TCRs (inclusion of medium TCRs)

5.2.1. Start and input collection (X-36 to X-24)
At X-36, IMs start the work on Capacity Models in line with the framework published in the respective
Capacity Strategy, namely in its chapter 3: Traffic planning principles and traffic flows. By X-24, all
Applicants (RU or Non RU) can submit Capacity Needs Announcements (hereafter CNAs) in a
standardised format (see Annex E). CNAs are regularly exchanged and discussed between the
concerned IMs. Further details about CNAs can be found in Annex D.
5.2.2. Construction/revision of draft Capacity Model (X-24 to X-21)
Between X-24 and X-21, IMs analyse the collected input from CNAs and other sources. IMs perform
plausibility check of data, attempt to detect multiple data entries for the same traffic demand and try
to compare the external input with own traffic forecast hypothesis. The detailed description of the
CNA process can be found in Annex D. In this period each Applicant, which submitted a CNA should
be available for IMs in case any clarification is needed.
7
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Considering the possible changes in the final capacity needs, it is possible to create alternative
variants of the Capacity Models for the same period, if needed. As a general rule, the Capacity
Models of the border sections shall contain one version, any other solution should be agreed upon
by all involved IMs.
During the preparation of the first versions of the Capacity Model variants, it should be taken into
consideration that the TCR consultation is an iterative process, therefore, the capacity consumption
should be aligned to the updated information on the TCRs. At X-21, IMs publish the draft versions of
the internationally coordinated Capacity Models. In order to ensure the transparent and nondiscriminatory treatment of all applicants, and to be able to fully utilise the benefits of the capacity
models, the draft and final capacity models should be made available and accessible in digital format
for each Applicant (e.g. in RNE ECMT).
5.2.3. Finalisation of the Capacity Model (X-21 to X-18)
Between X-21 and X-18, IMs consult every potential Applicant of whose capacity needs cannot be
fully considered in the models and try to find alternative solutions. During this sub-phase, any
reported inconsistency has to be removed and the Capacity Models fine-tuned and finalised.
5.2.4. Capacity Partitioning (at X-18)
At X-18, IMs perform the so-called “capacity partitioning” within the Capacity Model, it can also be
understood as the publication of the final Capacity Model. By applying this capacity partitioning
procedure, the capacity of a railway line section is set aside in the Capacity Model for dedicated
purposes:
•
•
•

Volumes for passenger traffic,
Volumes for freight traffic,
Temporary Capacity Restrictions.

It should be ensured that high-quality capacity products will be set aside for both market segments
(passenger and freight).
The partitioning shall be set at least for the whole timetable period and for the traffic volumes for a
standard non-TCR weekday. It is up to the IMs to perform more detailed capacity partitioning where
needed, this partitioning can differentiate capacity from product point of view:
•
•
•
•

Annual timetable volumes for both passenger and freight,
Rolling Planning volumes (covering also multi-annual needs),
Ad hoc volumes,
Unplanned capacity (usable later for any volumes above).

The access to the final Capacity Models should be ensured to all Applicants, therefore, a link to a
particular IT tool (e.g. RNE ECMT) shall be included on the website of the IM.
The IMs should set up joint procedures for cases when an agreement with the involved stakeholders
cannot be reached even after iterative consultation. This might consist of the congestion declaration
and/or the application of allocation principles to priorities certain traffic volumes. The procedures
shall be published in the Network Statement.
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5.2.5. Update the Capacity Model (X-18 to X-11)3
The Capacity Models should be updated firstly by X-13.5. The first update shall also consider until
the known extent the information on the Medium TCRs. The first draft of the new Capacity Models
should be consulted with the applicants, which are affected with these adaptations. If an amendment
has effects on the models of neighbouring IMs, then these changes have to be coordinated, as well.
The second updated Capacity Models should be published at X-11. They should be fully in line with
the published Major, High and Medium TCRs.
(On the top of the Capacity Model the IM can prepare the Capacity Supply (first draft X-13.5, updated
at X-11), which contains path details, as well. In these cases the Capacity Model shall be generated
by ECMT on the basis of the Capacity Supply. Therefore, there is no need for double work on IM
side.)

Capacity Model content
This chapter provides an overview on the Capacity model content, which consists of two parts: 24hour per-direction overview reflecting market needs (traffic part) and the overview of the capacity
consumed by TCRs (TCR part). Furthermore, the input sources to be used in the construction of the
Capacity Models are described as well, the same as the different granularity options for IMs.

6.1. Creation of the Capacity Models
The creation of the Capacity Models can be divided into three phases.
6.1.1. Inclusion of the intended capacity usage line
The Capacity Model contains the intended capacity usage line, which indicates the maximum
number of trains, which can be accommodated without paying special attention to capacity planning
/ extraordinary traffic management measures (examples for counting this value can be found in
Annex G).
The intended capacity usage line has to be defined for every railway line (it will be also possible to
define different intended capacity usage lines for a railway line e.g. in case of the usage of different
Capacity Model variants).
The aim of the calculation of the intended capacity line on one hand is to provide a clear picture on
the planned capacity situation and to detect the pressuring points, where the IMs have to make
additional efforts to ensure the stability of the timetable. On the other the hand, the IMs and
applicants will have a clear picture on the number of unplanned capacities, which would be available
for the ad hoc requests during the concerned timetable period.
Furthermore, the calculated values will serve as basis for the estimation of the shares of TCRs,
hence the implementation of the provisions of Annex VII would be also facilitated.
In order to guarantee the stability/robustness of a timetable, an IM plans a certain number of paths.
Due to increased capacity requirements at certain hours (e.g., rush hour), an IM can selectively raise
the intended capacity usage line. This leads to an increased risk that punctuality will suffer in the
event of minor irregularities. In order for the timetable system to recover, it is important that after a
temporary increase in the number of paths, the number of possible paths is reduced to the standard
value.
3

Point 5.2.5 is not final, and has to be updated in line with the outcomes of the discussions on the Capacity Supply
Handbook
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The ECMT shall automatically indicate if one volume goes above the intended capacity usage line
and it should open the Capacity Model, which needs to be checked. It is possible to create Capacity
Models containing planned objects above the intended capacity usage line, but in order to provide a
stability of the timetables it is recommended to try to avoid these situations as far as possible.
6.1.2. Feeding of the Capacity Model
The time data of the volumes should be uploaded into the ECMT on Primary Location Code (PLC)4
level for each railway line. The input should determine at least one time data per railway line (given
that there are two major hubs and between them two parallel lines (e.g. one high-speed and one
conventional)), so the time data should refer to the planned line. The template of the Capacity Model
import sheet can be found in Annex H.
6.1.3 Generating the Capacity Models by ECMT
In practice, the Capacity Models are not pre-defined, the tool can create them based on the needs
of the users. The generated model analyses only the situation at the starting point, so the duration
of the occupation of the volumes will not be considered in the Capacity Model.
The below explanation provides an additional illustration to facilitate the proper elaboration of the
Capacity Models.
Explanation:
• Railway line between A – C (via B)
• Direction A → C
• Additional points can be added (based on PLCs)
• High-speed passenger train travel time from A to C: 45 min
• ATT Freight train travel time from A to C: 120 min
• Regional passenger train travel time from B to C: 60 min
The Capacity Model visualises the values, which are valid at the first planning point (PLC). In case
the model is generated for the volumes from point A to C, then it takes into account the time data,
which is available at point A. Therefore, the volumes from point B towards point C will not be
considered during the generation of the Capacity Model between the points A and C.

4

Primary Location Code (PLC) as defined by TAF TSI Standard
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For TCR consultation purposes the IMs can either utilise the PLC-based railway line overview
(please see point 6.1.5) or use the normal Capacity Models. In the latter case the IMs should
determine the point of the split, where significant timetable or traffic operation differences occur, such
as beginning or ending services, different number of trains, train mixture and/or train sequence.
6.1.4. Cross-border sections
Cross-border sections should be defined as separate line sections. The volumes published in
neighbouring sections have to be aligned to ensure seamless capacity product construction and train
operation in the later stages. The IMs should agree, which of them is coordinating the creation of the
draft/final Capacity Model for the cross-border section. The responsibilities should be set by the
Capacity Strategies for each border section.
6.1.5 Verification of the uploaded information
The IMs should have the possibility to check the correctness of the uploaded information, therefore
these verification tasks shall be also supported by ECMT. To fulfil this need, ECMT will be able to
generate overviews on the railway lines based on the data, which was uploaded by the IMs regarding
the concerned PLCs. The example on the possible visualisation of overviews can be found below:

Verification of the uploaded information – Example 1

Verification of the uploaded information – Example 2
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Verification of the uploaded information – Example 3 (single track line)

The verification overview can be utilised also for cross-border harmonisation and TCR-consultation
purposes.
6.1.6 Modification of the uploaded data
The preparation of the Capacity Model contains several updating periods, therefore, the ECMT shall
support the smooth modification of the previously uploaded information possibly with easy-to-use
solutions:
1. By clicking on the volume, the background figures appear, the database can be modified
directly, and the visualisation shall be aligned to the new data by ECMT automatically.
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2. By moving the volumes directly in the graphical layer and ECMT shall make the necessary
changes in the database, accordingly.

6.2. Traffic part of the model
The aim of the traffic part of the Capacity Model is to show, harmonise and discuss more in detail
the expected volumes of capacity consumed by each commercial market segment. IMs might first
prepare a reference hour overview, which is developed into a 24-hour time-space capacity diagram.
The traffic part of the model displays for each railway line per direction the following objects,
accompanied by a set of parameters that are important to identify the capacity consumption. For the
sake of confidentiality, not all parameters could always be publicly accessible in the Capacity Model.
The visualisation examples can be found in Annex C (figures 1-4).
The following layers have been identified regarding the Capacity Models:
1. Layer
2. Layer
• Passenger • International
• Freight/
• Other (loco
train etc.)
• TCR

• National

3. Layer
Basic categories for
passenger trains:
» high-speed trains
» long-distance
trains
» express regional
trains
» regional trains
Basic categories for
freight trains:
»
»

4. Layer
Basic parameters for
passenger trains:
» stopping pattern
(according to point
5.1)
» acceleration(m/s2)
» planned speed
» maximum train
length
Basic parameters for freight
trains:
» average maximum
standard train
weight,

wagonload
block

5

5. Layer5
Products:
» Annual
Timetable
request
» Rolling
Planning
request
» Ad-hoc
volumes7
» Unplanned
capacities8

The table is subject of adjustments based on the experience on the implementation of TTR along with the preparation
of the Rolling Planning Handbook.
7 On networks with an increased volume of ad hoc traffic, i.e., capacity requirements that cannot be planned in advance,
capacity can also be partitioned for this kind of traffic.
8 There might be some capacity left on a line. Depending on the usage of a line, this unplanned capacity can vary between
‘nothing’ and ‘a lot of’ – it can be displayed in the form of empty rows in the space in the diagram, or with colours on the
network map. The methods of calculation of unplanned capacities can be found in Annex G.
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»

combined
transport train
(optional).

Categories in cross-border
line sections must be
harmonised
(preferably
already in the strategy
phase).

»
»
»

»

average
maximum
standard train length,
expected speed6,
dangerous goods or
extraordinary
consignments
(allowed or not),
profile.

IMs should keep only the
above basic parameters and
avoid using additional ones if
they are not entirely
necessary.
In the Capacity Strategy the
parameters of the basic
categories should be defined.
The parameters of the basic
categories can vary between
the different railway lines.
The same volume can belong
to different categories during
the train run (A → B, longdistance passenger, B → C
high-speed passenger).

Layers No 1 and 2 shall be filled on an obligatory basis, layers No 3, 4 and 5 can be filled voluntarily
by the IMs. The filling of the optional layers is independent of each other, e.g. filling No 3 and 4 is
not the prerequisite of the filling of No 5.
Furthermore, in case of a regular TCR window, or a particular TCR (in case there is a version of the
model for a specific TCR period) occupies a certain amount of capacity – it should be displayed in
the 24h overview as TCR window/particular TCR.
IMs can construct and publish more variants of the traffic part for a particular TT period:9
• Standard non-TCR working day (at least one variant mandatory)
• Particular TCR period overview of the traffic flows during a specific TCR (mandatory for Major
and High impact TCRs)
• Standard day of a special period such as summer/winter holidays (optional)

6.3. TCR part of the model & TCR duration overview
6.3.1 TCR part of the Capacity Model
The main aim of the TCR part of the model is to transparently announce and communicate to
stakeholders the estimated capacity to be consumed by TCRs (based on the available information
on TCRs) and overview of capacity volumes that will IMs need to do the infrastructure maintenance.
The Capacity Model variants10 contain the following information concerning Major and High impact
TCRs:
a) Approximate duration and period,
6

Defined by the IM. An applicant can submit certain parameters via CNAs, but the IM has to have the right to modify
them if this would lead to better utilisation of capacity.
9 For cross-border sections the periods have to be aligned.
10 The exact details (e.g., creation, consultation etc.) of the Capacity Model variants would be added in 2022.
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b) Time of day, and, as soon as it can be set, the hour of the beginning and the end of the
capacity restriction,
c) Section of line affected by the restriction,
d) Capacity of diversionary lines along with an overview of which type of service should be
rerouted (if applicable).
In case of Major TCRs, upon the request of the Applicants, the IMs provide the following information
concerning the Capacity Model variant11 of the rerouted lines:
a. Indicative travel times,
b. The expected indicative infrastructure charges due,
c. Infrastructure limits for operation, in case they limit operation more than on the re-routed line
(lower weight, different profile, need for extra pushing locomotive etc.).
It is important to keep the calculation of TCR impact on the traffic simple. Therefore, in the
calculation, only the relevant line section between two PLCs of the respective TCR is taken into
consideration without the secondary effects from TCRs on other line sections. The calculation should
be supported by an IT tool (preferably Capacity Hub).
Date when the first
information has become
available concerning a TCR

Calculation base

X-60-X-21

Draft Capacity Model from the previous (or for the concerned
if any exists) TT period including all known changes in the
traffic12

X-21-X-18

Draft Capacity Model for the concerned TT period

X-18- X-13.5

Published Capacity Model for the concerned TT period

X-13.5-X-11

Updated Capacity Model / Draft Capacity Supply for the
concerned TT period

X-11- X+12

Published and dynamically updated Capacity Supply

On the chosen day, all paths or traffic volumes within the geographic range of the TCR (within one
line section) together will serve as a baseline (‘Number of volumes/paths on representative day’). By
default, the representative day is a non-TCR working day. However, if the IMs prepares the Capacity
Models and Capacity Supplies for different periods (e.g., working days vs weekends, summer period
vs winter period, etc.), then the impact calculation can be adjusted, and always the relevant
representative period could be taken into consideration (e.g. Calculating the impact of a TCR
affecting the traffic during the weekend, the Capacity Model for the weekends should be taken into
consideration).
It should be compared with the situation of having the TCR in place, a basic timetable/capacity model
must be created and the paths/volumes not available for that situation must be indicated/counted
(‘Number of affected paths/volumes in TCR calculation’).
[TCR impact on traffic in % ] = (

[Number of affected volumes/ paths in TCR calculation]
∙ 100)
[Number of volumes/paths on a representative day]

11

The exact details (e.g., creation, consultation etc.) of the Capacity Model variants would be added in 2022.
In case an IM cannot estimate the TCR impact on traffic in the early stage of Capacity Planning (X-60 and X-21), the IM
can do a preliminary classification based on the duration of a TCR, as defined with Use Case number 6 in Annex C. For
instance, if a TCR is scheduled for 2 hours within a day, then its impact would be 2/24= 8%, meaning the TCR would be
clustered as a “Less than minor TCR”. However, this preliminary categorisation has to be updated once the traffic impact
can be calculated, which is X-21 at the latest (draft Capacity Model).
1
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In the below example the first model was created for a standard non-TCR working day. The intended
capacity line was defined based on historical data (00:00 – 06:00 & 18:00 – 24:00 → 6 vol / hour,
06:00 – 18:00 → 8 vol / hour).

The second illustrates the situation when the IM decided to initiate a total closure on the section in
the mornings for 10 days. Out of the 168 planned/unplanned volumes 74 are affected with this TCR,
which means that this is a High TCR:

Further examples can be found in Annex C.
6.3.2 TCR duration overview
Independently from the Capacity Model the IMs should also prepare the TCR duration overview for
Major and High impact TCRs completely, however, for Medium, Minor impact TCR and TCR
windows to the extent they are known, using:
16
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•
•
•
•

past statistics,
already planned TCRs,
future estimations,
Capacity Model variants for TCR window periods.
TCRs

Description

Major impact TCR

Based on the:
➢ created Capacity Model variants for
Major and High impact TCRs

High impact TCR
Medium impact TCR
Minor impact TCR

TCR windows

According to the
➢ created Capacity Model variants for
TCR window periods
➢ own future estimation of the IMs
➢ past statistics
➢ already planned TCRs

The aim of the overview is to provide a commonly agreed basis for the monitoring of the
implementation of the provisions of Annex VII (planned vs. real duration). The calculation method
shall be further developed based on the experiences of the first years.
An example is presented below where the TCR duration is indicated for a line section during a TT
year. As it can be seen, there will be two Major TCRs lasting for 31 days. A similar overview can be
shared with the Applicants at X-21 and updated versions afterwards.
Milestone

Overview

X-21
According to the regulation of Annex VII, the Major and High impact TCRs are first
published at X-24, enabling the IMs to incorporate this information into the TCR duration
overview. In addition, if the IMs can fix some of the TCR windows, they are welcomed to
do so.

X-18

By X-18, the IMs will likely have the first information concerning Medium impact TCRs.
This information can be noted in the calculation and shared with other stakeholders.

X-13.5
By X-13.5, the coordination of Medium impact TCRs is finalised. Moreover, there is a high
likelihood that some of the Minor impact TCRs also become known which makes the
update of the overview possible.

17
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X-12

At X-12, the update of the overview continues according to the regulation of Annex VII
(timing of Major, High and Medium TCRs are fixed).

X-4
At X-4, the update of the overview continues according to the regulation of Annex VII
(timing of minor TCRs are fixed).

X+12
At X+12, a clear overview can be prepared based on real TCR duration. In the presented
example, there was a need to introduce a late TCR (indicated with red) which effect equals
a major impact TCR. The reason should be investigated and transparently documented
by the IM.

6.4. Sources of input
IMs should use different input to construct/update a Capacity Model. These sources are:
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Capacity Strategy.
Competent authorities: information provided by them already in the Capacity Strategy
phase such as expected public service obligation (PSO) traffic flows (for the traffic part) and
available funding for new capacity related projects (for the TCR part).
Multi-annual Rolling Planning requests: Rolling Planning requests placed already by
applicants in the previous or running timetable period that is supposed to have running days
also in the timetable period that is subject to capacity modelling13.
Capacity needs announcements: a process for entities (also potential ones) with interests
in capacity usage by which they can announce their capacity needs and participate in the
process of Capacity Model and Capacity Supply design.
Historical data: data about train services operated in the current or previous years.
IM own analyses: IMs´ estimations and own hypothesis of future market developments.
Framework agreements.

Each of the inputs should be evaluated by IMs also from the point of reliability and stability, in order
to construct Capacity Models that do not under/overestimate certain volumes, deviations from the
market needs should be duly justified and documented.

13

Note: this will not be relevant in TT2025
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6.5. Granularity options
The IMs should publish the traffic part of the Capacity Model covering all types of expected traffic:
passenger/freight at X-21 in a draft, at X-18 in final form. After X-18, the model updated is updated
at X-13.5 and X-11.
On the top of the Capacity Model the IM can prepare the Capacity Supply (first draft X-13.5, final X11), which contains path details.
In case the IM does not prepare Capacity Supply the Applicants have the possibility to place a
feasibility study request (from X-15 until X-9), which would be answered by the IMs. The result of the
feasibility study should appear in the Capacity Supply e.g. the coordinated feasibility study is
prepared in PCS, but this should be transferred into the Capacity Supply, thus, the Applicants should
have the complete overview for the complete train run in one IT-Application.
IMs can change the decision from the Capacity Strategy, if they get in possession of information,
which they were not aware of during the Capacity Strategy phase. For instance, if applicants
announce via CNAs an unexpected high number of capacity demands, the IM might decide to shift
from not/semi pre-planned capacity to pre-planned.
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Annex A: Process diagram for Capacity Model
TTR: Process «Capacity Model»
Neighboring/
involved IM(s)

Further stakeholders (e.g.
authorities)

IM

Applicant(s)

Start at X-36

Start

Cap. Strategy for TT
20xx

Development of cap. model
by comparing inputs from
cap. strategy as well as the
cap. model of the preceding
TT year, if existing.

Update information on
known TCR with major/high
impact and new market
inputs (incl. own
hypothesis)

Exchange of information
(e.g. development on crossborder line)

Collection of market
needs (optional,
informal procedure)

Cap. Model for a dedicated
line/network section with
expected volume for ATT,
RP, Ad-hoc traffic, TCRs &
unplanned capacity

Enough cap. to
cover all needs?

20
No
New (eg. minor impact
TCRs) or increased
need for TCRs or
maintenance

Yes

Adaptation of
TCRs or
maintenance
concept in order
to meet all
needs?

Proposal on how to solve capacity conflicts
can be found in the document «Allocation
Guidelines for Conflicting Capacity
Announcements and Requests»

Approximately X-24

Yes

No

Start discussions on Cap.
Model

Discussions/exchange of
views on Cap. Model

Discussions/exchange of
views on Cap. Model

Analyse inputs/feedback
and take them into
consideration

1
Version V1.3/
12.10.21

20

Discussions/exchange of
views on Cap. Model 1)

1) For involvement of applicants see
document «TTR Legal Task Force
Recommendation:Guidance on design
of capacity models».
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TTR: Process «Capacity Model»
Neighboring/
involved IM(s)

Further stakeholders (e.g.
authorities)

IM

Applicant(s)

X -21

1

Collection of CNA from
applicants

Capacity needs
announcements
CNA (see sep.
process)

Consultation of CNA
inputs

Analyse inputs

Consultation (only if
CNA are not
comprehensible)

Exchange draft Capacity
Model

Draft Capacity Models

Receive access to the draft
Cap Model

Enough
capacities?

No

Yes

Recieve access to
the final Cpacity
Model

Cap.
Partitioning

Start Capacity
Planning

No

Will the IM
publish the
Capacity Supply
in the form of
preplanned
paths?

Yes

End

X-13.5

Consultation of
alternative solution

Update Cap. Model
if applicable

Exchange of the final
capacity model

X -16

X-18

Analysis of solution with
impact to applicants (e.g.
different stops, rolling
stock)

2
Version V1.3/
12.10.21
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TTR: Process «Capacity Model»
Neighboring/
involved IM(s)

Further stakeholders (e.g.
authorities)

IM

Applicant(s)

X-13.5

Exchange updated
Capacity Model

Updated Capacity Models

Receive access to the
updated Cap Model

X-11

2

Exchange updated
Capacity Model

Updated Capacity Models
(incorporating medium
impact TCRs)

Receive access to the
updated Cap Model

Version V1.3/
12.10.21
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Annex B: Roadmap to Capacity Model
X-3614

Stakeholder

“Leading international entity
for capacity planning and
management”

IM

Get access to the Capacity
Models of the IM in elaboration.*
CMO-LE-040

Copies the previous capacity
models and starts the model
update.
CMO-IM-040

Other concerned IMs

Get access to the capacity
models of the IM in elaboration.
CMO-OI-040

X-36 > X-24

X-24 > X-21

Coordinates the exchange of information
and analysis on capacity needs
announcements. Ensures international
harmonisation of Capacity Models.
Administratively organises meetings and
communicates information to stakeholders.
Monitors that the draft Capacity Model is
according to the agreed capacity strategy.*
CMO-LE-050
Analyses upcoming capacity needs
announcements, updates the capacity
models also with the expected capacity
consumed by all TCRs. Meets regularly
with other concerned IMs to exchange
information and agree on the intended
volume (including quality) to be offered to
international traffic.
CMO-IM-050
Provide information on capacity needs,
which might affect the work on the model of
the IM. Agree with the IM on the intended
volume (including quality) to be offered to
international traffic.
CMO-OI-050

Coordinates the exchange of information and
analysis on capacity needs announcements.
Ensures international harmonisation of
Capacity Models. Administratively organises
meetings and communicates information to
stakeholders. Monitors that the draft
Capacity Model is according to the agreed
Capacity Strategy.*
CMO-LE-060

Provide capacity needs announcements.
RU applicants
CMO-RU-050

Provide capacity needs announcements.
Non-RU applicants
CMO-NR-050

Draft internationally harmonised capacity
models are finished. Consults the applicants
of which capacity needs cannot be fully
considered in the models. Fine-tunes the
models.
CMO-IM-060

Terminals and service
facilities

Gets access to the capacity
models.
CMO-TS-040

IT

Capacity hub allows carry
forward of the previous model
and desired access rights.
Geography from CRD is
impartible to the hub.
CMO-IT-040

Answers to the IM if it is called for a
consultation.
CMO-TS-060
Capacity hub supports all necessary
capacity elements, allows coordination via
commenting functions and tracks
versioning. Capacity hub allows submitting
capacity needs announcements via upload
to the capacity hub (via the standardised
template).
CMO-IT-050

Transfers and visualises the TCRs from TCR
Tool.
CMO-IT-060

Legal framework

14

Ensures timely and
correct publication of all
Capacity Models.*

CMO-LE-070

CMO-LE-080

CMO-LE-090

Performs the final
capacity partitioning
and publishes all
capacity models.
CMO-IM-070

Capacity models are updated
at X-13.5. Consults the
applicants of which capacity
needs cannot be fully
considered in the models.
Fine-tunes the models.
CMO-IM-080

Capacity models are
updated at X-11.
Consults the applicants
of which capacity needs
cannot be fully
considered in the models.
Fine-tunes the models.
CMO-IM-090

Answers to the IM if it is called
for a consultation. Gets access
to the updated capacity
models.
CMO-RU-080
Answers to the IM if it is called
for a consultation. Gets access
to the updated capacity
models.
CMO-NR-080
Gets access to the capacity
models.
CMO-MT-080
Gets access to the Capacity
Models.
CMO-RB-080

Answers to the IM if it is
called for a consultation.
Gets access to the
updated capacity models.
CMO-RU-090
Answers to the IM if it is
called for a consultation.
Gets access to the
updated capacity models.
CMO-NR-090
Gets access to the
capacity models.
CMO-MT-090
Gets access to the
Capacity Models.
CMO-RB-090.

Gets access to the updated
capacity models.
CMO-RE-080

Gets access to the
updated capacity models.
CMO-RE-090

Answers to the IM if it is called
for a consultation.
CMO-TS-080

Answers to the IM if it is
called for a consultation.
CMO-TS-090

Gets access to the
capacity models.
CMO-MT-070
Gets access to the
Capacity Models.
CMO-RB-070
Gets access to the
updated capacity
models.
CMO-RE-070

Regions, local governments,
transport associations,
industries

Note that while the fully implemented TTR assumes this milestone at X-36, for TT2025 it is set as X-30 (June 2022).
* Due to ongoing activities in TTR projects in this regards, further description and involvement of this entity are currently out of the scope of this document.

X-13.5 > X-11

Ensures timely and correct
publication of all Capacity
Models.*

Answers to the IM if it is called for a
consultation. Gets access to the draft
capacity models.
CMO-NR-060

RB (Regulatory Body)

X-18 > X-13.5

Ensures timely and
correct publication of
all Capacity Models.*

Answers to the IM if it is called for a
consultation. Gets access to the draft
capacity models.
CMO-RU-060

Is actively consulted, especially for
capacity models in bottleneck segments.
CMO-MT-050

MoT (Ministry of Transport)

X-18

Capacity hub
supports publication
Transfers and visualises the
Transfers and visualises
of capacity models
TCRs from TCR Tool.
the TCRs from TCR Tool.
and possibility to
display models for
different levels of
CMO-IT-080
CMO-IT-090
granularity.
CMO-IT-070
Law empowers IMs to make a binding capacity partitioning.
CMO-LF-070 / CMO-LF-080 / CMO-LF-090

Annex C: Visualisation of Capacity Model
The Capacity Models can be visualised in three different formats:
1. Network overview
The ECMT will be able to generate an overview on the capacity situation on network level on daily
or hourly basis using the intended capacity usage line. The Network is overview is important for the
identification of capacity bottlenecks on a broader scale. The IMs and stakeholders will have a
complete picture the situation allowing them to initiate the necessary measures to release the
capacity situation, if needed.
A possible visualisation can be found below:

The details and the legend will be prepared at a later stage and the annex shall be amended,
accordingly.
2. Line overview
A railway line level overview should be generated by the ECMT based on the provided information
by the IMs. The identification of the volumes is done with the usage of the dedicated IDs. These
visualised summaries of the planned volumes can be used for the verification of the IMs` inputs, and
also for cross-border harmonisation and TCR-consultation purposes.
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3. Section overview
Each of the traffic volumes can be displayed as a single train run (square) or package of future slots
(rectangle) per direction. The stakeholders should acknowledge that the number of slots is based on
the standard parameters of the particular category. A deviation can lead to usage of more slots for
a single train run. The examples below show one of the potential visualisations of the future traffic
part of a Capacity Model.
Example A: an IM displays ATT (freight & passenger) and RP volumes. The railway line A → C can
be divided into two parts (A → B, B → C). The intended capacity usage line is based on historical
data stemming from TIS/national traffic management system (please see Annex G).
The first Capacity Model (A → B) contains those trains, which pass (origin / run through) the first
measuring point at point A, and run towards point B independently from the destination (B or C).

Capacity Model (A→ B)
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The second Capacity Model (B → C) contains those trains, which pass (origin / run through) the first
measuring point at point B, and run towards point C independently from the origin (A or B).

Capacity Model (B → C)

The third Capacity Model (A → C) contains those trains, which pass (origin / run through) the first
measuring point at point A, and run towards the destination at point C.

Capacity Model (A → C)

Example B: an IM displays ATT, RP, ad hoc and unplanned volumes. The trains are planned in
detail (volume per particular hour). A TCR window is planned from midnight to 06.00 am, meaning
a total closure over this period. The intended capacity usage line was calculated based on historical
information stemming from the IT-tools (TIS & national).

Example of the traffic part of the Capacity Model B
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Example C: an IM displays ATT, RP, ad hoc and unplanned volumes. The trains are planned in
detail (volume per particular hour). The intended capacity usage line was calculated based on
historical information stemming from the IT-tools (TIS & national).

Example of the traffic part of the Capacity Model C

Example D: is a regional single-track line with low importance; the trains are planned in detail
(volume per particular hour), rest of the capacity is left as unplanned. The intended capacity usage
line was calculated for each direction based on the IM`s own estimations, the traffic is suspended
on each day from 23:00 till 05:00.

Figure 1: Example of the traffic part of the Capacity Model D
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Example E: is a single-track line. The intended capacity usage line was calculated based on the
IM`s own estimations. According to the results the line can accommodate approximately 6 volumes
per hour in total. The ECMT will indicate in case of capacity overbookings in both directions to raise
the attention of the IMs to need for adjustments.

Example of the traffic part of the Capacity Model E
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Example F: is a congested line where the IM displays ATT and unplanned volumes and planned
with alternative solutions for hours of 06:00 and 16:00 on one hand to ensure more flexibility to the
applicants and on the other hand it is possible that due to organisational reasons the intended
capacity usage line has to be lowered for these hours. The intended capacity usage line was
calculated based on historical information stemming from the IT-tools (TIS & national).

Example of the traffic part of the Capacity Model F

Example G: an IM displays ATT, RP, ad hoc and unplanned volumes. The trains are planned in
detail (volume per particular hour). In the summer period one Long-distance passenger volume
should be transferred into a regional volume. The changed volume is marked with yellow letter, as it
means that the Excel database should be updated (action to be taken). The intended capacity usage
line was calculated based on historical information stemming from the IT-tools (TIS & national).

Example of the traffic part of the Capacity Model G
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Visualisation of TCRs in the model:
In the below example a section can be seen with 184 planned and 2 unplanned volumes:

The IM decided to initiate a partial closure on the section for 60 days. Out of the 186 volumes 114
are affected with this TCR, which means that this is a Major TCR:

The IM does maintenance works regarding two switches in the morning, therefore 4 volumes should
be cancelled. Out of the 186 volumes are 4 affected with this TCR, which means that this is a Less
than minor impact TCR:

30
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Annex D: Process for Capacity Needs Announcements
The RUs and Non-RU Applicants are asked to participate in the design of the future capacity,
balanced between freight services, passenger services, and capacity restrictions. The RUs and NonRU Applicants do not have to be in the position of valid railway licence, nor to be based in the country
of network for which they wish to submit CNAs. IMs are obliged to keep all submitted CNAs and any
connected communication as strictly confidential.
Timeline

X-36 to X-27

Milestone/Action
RUs communicate with competent authorities and Non-RU applicants and
attempt to agree on which entity will submit the initial CNAs on behalf of the
RUs involved into a certain traffic. This communication flow is to minimise
double announcements.
Entities conduct market-research, analyse historical data.
Entities examine their potential partners for networks of the train run.

X-26

IMs invite the Applicants to submit CNAs. If IMs publish or notify the
Applicants concerning Major and High impact TCRs, the RUs should submit
the CNAs accordingly. (Coordination meeting of High and Major impact TCRs
takes place at X-26.5).

X-24

Deadline to submit the Capacity Needs Announcements in the standardised
format (Annex E).

X-24 to X-21

The submitter of CNAs (or delegated Applicant) is available for IMs in case
any clarification is needed.

X-21 to X-18

The submitter of CNAs (or delegated Applicant) is given access to the
published draft capacity model and shall be available for IMs. In this phase
each entity, whose needs cannot be reflected in the model is called for
consultation.

X-18

X-18 to X-11

The final Capacity Model is published.
Updated Capacity Models and Capacity Supply phase: the submitter of CNAs
(or delegated Applicant) is available for IMs for further consultation on the
timetabling details of the updated Capacity Model / Capacity Supply, including
days when the capacity products are affected by TCRs.

Neither the partitioned volumes, nor published capacity supply are considered as pre-allocation.
Although a particular Applicant participated in the process of future capacity design, the published
capacity products can be requested by any other Applicant. The provisions for situation where there
are conflicting CNAs are written in Annex I.
The connection (process chart) between the CNA input and the Capacity Model will be added in
2022.
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Annex E: Standardised template for Capacity Needs
Announcements
Capacity needs announcements can be expressed in different ways:
• Indication ‘Status quo’ if no changes to the current offer are intended,
• Indication ‘Status quo’ with adaptations,
• New traffic (as much detailed and reliable input as possible).
It can be assumed that Applicants in the passenger market will make use of the possibility to deliver
very detailed information. However, most Applicants in the freight market will find it difficult to indicate
detailed data, but they are still encouraged to present their needs at least in terms of volumes (e.g.,
number of paths per day and line sections). None of the data fields with exception of identification is
considered as mandatory.
The below standardised data structure for the CNA data exchange was endorsed by the FTE CNA
WG:
New traffic - light
Dossier name
Status quo/input from
previous year
Capacity product type

Type of transport

Dangerous goods*
Exceptional transport*
Origin+
Destination+
Via Points
Responsible applicant
per PLC

Definition

Field type
Open text
Checkbox

Annual TT, Rolling
Dropdown
Planning, ad hoc
Passenger (high
speed/long
distance/express
regional/regional),
Dropdown
Freight
(wagonload/blocktrain/c
ombined transport)
Checkbox
Checkbox
PLC
Choicebox
PLC
Choicebox
PLC
Choicebox
company

Dropdown

Passenger - detailed
Dossier name
Status quo/input from
previous year

Definition

Checkbox

Validity period
Frequency of services
Traffic period

Annual TT, Rolling
Planning, ad hoc

Type of transport

high speed/long
distance/express
regional/regional

Dropdown

Type of Transport

wagonload/blocktrain/co
Dropdown
mbined transport

PLC
PLC
PLC

Choicebox
Choicebox
Choicebox

company

Dropdown

Dangerous goods*
Exceptional transport*
Origin+
Destination+
Via Points
Responsible applicant
per PLC

Origin+
Destination+
Via Points
Responsible applicant
per PLC

Validity period
Frequency of services
Traffic period
Max. journey time

Max. running speed

Number (in km/h)
Number (in tons), if
possible clustered

Max. running speed
Max. weight
Max. train length (incl.
Locos)
Composite/pushpull/EMU/DMU
Rolling stock type
Tilting
Number of locos
ETCS onboard
Clearance profile
Accelaration
Brake type/ratio

Yes/No

Type of
contract/Comment (open
text) for ID of double
CNA*

Open text

Checkbox

Capacity product type

hours

Traffic contracted?*

Field type
Open text

Dropdown

Max. journey time

Max. weight

Definition

Annual TT, Rolling
Planning, ad hoc

Arrival Time per PLC
Time Tolerance per
Departure/Arrival
Standard operation
pattern (clockphase
Yes/No and Checkboxes
scheduling yes/no and
pattern)**
activity type per stop
Yearly/Seasonal/Infrequ
Dropdown
ent
Checkboxes and
Weekly pattern/irregular
additional Open Text
Calendar/TT-year/Traffic Choicebox and
days
Dropdown or calendar

Freight - detailed
Dossier name
Status quo/input from
previous year

Capacity product type

Departure Time per PLC hh:mm:ss

Standard operation
pattern (clockphase
scheduling yes/no and
pattern)**

Field type
Open text

Dropdown

PLC
PLC
PLC

Checkbox
Checkbox
Choicebox
Choicebox
Choicebox

company

Dropdown

Time

Departure Time per PLC hh:mm:ss

Time

hh:mm:ss

Time

hh:mm:ss

Time

hh:mm:ss

Time

Arrival Time per PLC
Time Tolerance per
Departure/Arrival

hh:mm:ss

Time

activity type per stop

commercial/operational Dropdown
Yearly/Seasonal/Infrequ
Dropdown
ent
Checkboxes and
Weekly pattern/irregular
additional Open Text
Calendar/TT-year/Traffic Choicebox and
days
Dropdown or calendar
For trains with non
hours
specified times
Number (in km/h)
Number (in tons), if
possible clustered

Yes/No and Checkboxes
commercial/operational Dropdown
Yearly/Seasonal/Infrequ
Dropdown
ent
Checkboxes and
Weekly pattern/irregular
additional Open Text
Calendar/TT-year/Traffic Choicebox and
days
Dropdown or calendar
For trains with non
hours
specified times
Number (in km/h)
Number (in tons), if
possible clustered
Meters

Number

Validity period
Frequency of services
Traffic period
Max. journey time
Max. running speed
Max. weight
Max. train length (incl.
Locos)

Meters

Number

Dropdown
Choicebox
Checkbox
Number field
Yes/No
Number
Number
Number

Meters
m/s^2

Type of
contract/Comment (open
text) for identification of
double CNA*

Open text

Train number
Debitor Code
Train ID

Numeric
Numeric
Composite

Loco types
Number of locos
ETCS onboard
Clearance profile
Accelaration
Brake type/ratio
Traffic contracted?

Meters
m/s^2

Choicebox
Number field
Yes/No
Number
Number
Number
Yes/No

Type of contract (open
text) for identification of
double CNA

Open text

Train number

Numeric

Train ID

Composite

+Compulsory fields
*Freight only

**Passenger only

For clockface-tt trains: it
should be possible to
group these trains
together into a single
CNA. For instance to
indicate that a train runs
always at XX:33, so you
do one CNA for all
XX:33 trains together
from 06:33 - 23:33.

Note: The standardised data structure for the the CNA data exchange has not been approved by the TTR
PG, yet.
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Annex F: Capacity Model evaluation
After X+12, when the appropriate timetable period ended, IMs should evaluate whether they were
able to keep their previous commitment from the capacity partitioning. This knowledge is essential
to gather data and improve the capacity partitioning and planning in the upcoming TT periods.
It is important to track:
• Whether the estimated share for TCRs was kept, and if not, for which reason. The IMs should
also evaluate whether the TCR share was sufficient for maintenance in the long-term view.
The evaluation of IMs should not be limited to a simple two per cent figures comparison, it
has to be transparent and go deeper to the particular shares of TCR impact types and where
needed even to particular TCRs. The stakeholders have to understand that special attention
has to be given to the TCRs caused by force majeure, of which most are unpredictable. The
evaluation should be done according to the Procedures for Temporary Capacity Restriction
Management.
• The reliability of submitted CNAs by Applicants, if they requested the products designed for
them by IMs and whether they were used for the train run.
• If the ratio of TCRs was in line with the planned amounts included into the traffic part of the
Capacity Model.
The IMs should develop a joint methodology, how to evaluate Capacity Models, consult the
methodology with Applicants and update this document.
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Annex G: Calculation of intended capacity usage lines and
unplanned capacities
The intended capacity usage lines, and the amount of the unplanned capacity can be calculated
through different methods.
1. Based on historical data stemming from TIS/national traffic management system:
In the first step, the average number of trains within a period should be checked for each railway
line.
Example:
The period of the morning rush hours (6-9 am):
• Between 6-7: 9 trains,
• Between 7-8: 8 trains,
• Between 8-9: 7 trains,
➢ The volume, which can be accommodated without paying special attention to
capacity planning / extraordinary traffic management measures in the
Capacity Model is 8 in the period between 6-9 am.
The same methodology can be applied for the other periods, as well.

Example of the calculation of intended capacity usage line - 1

Based on the information gathered from RNE Train Information System (TIS)/national systems, the
volumes, which can be accommodated without extraordinary traffic management measures are
changing period by period on the analysed railway line.
The calculated values per hour shall be included into the model, as an intended capacity usage line,
which means that the planned/unplanned capacities below this line can be used without any
extraordinary efforts on IM side.
The intended capacity usage line can be calculated based on the following inputs:
•

Railway line (mandatory) → the intended capacity usage should be calculated for
every railway line.
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•
•

Primary Location Code level information (optional) → IMs have to opportunity to also
share PLC level information and calculate the intended capacity usage line on PLC
level.
Period (mandatory) → It is possible to set one figure for the whole day or to set it for
periods/hours.

During the preparation of the Capacity Model not all capacities have been filled with volumes,
therefore, unplanned capacities remained for later utilisation. Taking into account, that one period is
usually homogeneous (early morning → passenger, at night → freight are in majority) it can be
stated, that these volumes define the majority in the period. According to our analysis the traffic mix
does not change significantly over the TT periods.
The automatic calculation of the intended capacity usage is based on the bell curve theory. The bell
curve represents the normal distribution of a dataset. The previous analysis has shown that the
distribution of trains follows the normal distribution (or very close to that), which means the bell curve
can be utilised.
On the horizontal axis, the value (e.g., number of trains) is presented, while on the vertical axis the
number of days is shown. For instance, there were 2 days when 10 freight trains were operated on
the line and only one day when 25 freight trains. It can be noted that these are extreme values (e.g.,
due to TCR less freight train operated) and can be neglected for the future analysis.
On average, 15.7 freight trains were on the line daily, so if the intended capacity line is defined a
little bit above the average, then the system would already contain buffer and count with a possible
future increase in the traffic. For example, as it is shown on the figure, in 80% of the cases there
were maximum 19 freight trains on the line. This information can be utilised as the intended capacity
usage line might be set at 19, meaning if the capacity would reach this value, it is highly probable
that the IMs should interreact or the system can easily turn into an instable state.
With the help of the mentioned methodology, the intended capacity usage line can be calculated and
set for any section The methodology of the model enables the IMs to avoid the extremes and to
define the intended capacity usage line based on real data which can be later iteratively adjusted.
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2. Own estimation of the IM
The IM can define the amount of volumes, which can run without extraordinary traffic management
measures for the day, and the same value is valid for every hour.
The estimated value shall be included into the model, as an intended capacity usage line, which
means that the planned/unplanned capacities below this line can be used without any extraordinary
efforts on IM side.

Example of the calculation of intended capacity usage line - 2

Example of the calculation of intended capacity usage line - 3

The intended capacity usage line can be calculated based on the following inputs:
•
•
•

Railway line (mandatory) → the intended capacity usage should be calculated for
every railway line.
Primary Location Code level information (optional) → IMs have to opportunity to share
also PLC level information and calculate the intended capacity usage line on PLC
level.
Period (mandatory) → It is possible to set one figure for the whole day or to set it for
periods/hours.
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During the preparation of the Capacity Model not all capacities have been filled with volumes,
therefore, unplanned capacities remained for later utilisation. Taking into account that one
period is usually homogeneous (early morning → passenger at night → freight are in majority)
it can be stated, that these volumes define the majority in the period. According to our analysis
the traffic mix does not change significantly over the TT period.
In this case it should be indicated whether that is 100% of the available capacities, or 80% in
line with the UIC leaflet.
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Annex H: Capacity Model import template
The below table contains the basic set of information, which should be uploaded into the ECMT for
the preparation of the Capacity Models.
ID**

Code*

Varia
nt

TTP

Harmonisation
status

Partition

Category

Train
type

Traffic
type

* Code: Train number, or any kind of unique identification of the object
** ID: row number
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OP

Time

Weight

Length

Speed

Comment
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Annex I: Conflicting CNAs
To be updated
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